
HVPSD-50V 100M 200M Regulated Series 

INSTRUCTIONS 
IVARNING!! This is an advanced project for the experienced high voltage researcher. These instructions deal with and 
involve subject matter and the use of materials and substances that may be hazardous to health and life. Do not 
attempt to implement or use the information contained herein unless you arc experienced and skilled with respect to 
such subject matter, materials and substances. Neither the publisher nor. the author make any representations as to 
the accuracy of the information contained herein and disclaim any liability for damages or injuries, whether caused by 
or resulting from inaccuracies of the information, misinterpretations of the directions, misapplication of the information 
or otherwise. 

Figure 1 : SYSTEM 

 

                    

                                                                                                                     High Voltage Controller see fig 4 

 

 

 



 

 

General Information: 

Do not operate this unit in a static sensitive area as damage to sensitive equipment may occur. Also 
never operate in a flammable atmosphere. 

It is assumed that the user of this device is fully knowledgeable with high voltage applications and the 
associated inherent dangers. Please read all notes and instructions before powering up. 

Please note all units have an over voltage shut down open spark gap that will require resetting by turning off 
the unit, and reapplying power. Please contact the factory if you desire to change the trip voltage level point. 
DO NOT ALLOW TO STAY ENERGIZED. RESET IMMEDIATELY 

Always very very slowly increase the voltage set pot. 

l . UNPACKING: Verify any shipping damage and contact factory if any is found. 

 

2. NOTES: 

A. The unit is supplied with an open air terminal that will support your operating voltage without excessive 
leakage. Interconnected systems must use a smooth spherical or toroidal shape metal object with a radius equal to no 
less than R inches = OUTPUT VOLTS/70,000. The output connection included with this unit is an appropriate sized 
toroidal or oblate shaped aluminum terminal as shown in figure 1. 
Leakage and corona appears minimal if sharp points are eliminated. Units over 100KV will require high voltage cable for 
transmission with properly rated insulation to prevent leakage, corona etc. A high volt lead can be built up with 
successive flexible plastic tubing available thru a hardware store. System transmission integrity can be checked in the 
dark noting any points of excessive corona and eliminating as such. 

B. CAUTION: This device can produce hundreds of times more power than a conventional VAN DE GRAF 
GENERATOR. Consequently it cannot be touched without a dangerous painful shock!!!!!!!!!! 

C. Units are tested at their rated output kV and current with an appropriate resistive load. This equates to 
>over 300 watts of usable power for these series. Units over 50,000 volts will require air cooled resistors 
available from our factory if you need a load connected for your project. 

D. These units produce powerful static electric fields in most non conductive materials that will long remain even 
after power is removed and stack is fully discharged. 

3. SETUP: (Note: The air cooled resistor is optional) 

A. Find a suitable location for safety, operating convenience, and away from flammable and static sensitive 
equipment. Driver should be at least 3-6 feet from multiplier stack. 
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Figure: 2 Connections of lead from controller to stack 

 

D. Attach the intended load lead the toroidal contact. Output lead can be 40 Kv silicon wire. This lead must be kept clear 
of all conductive objects by at least l" per 25 kv. Insulating sleeve may be added to build up output voltage rating or use 
a lead of suitable rated insulation. Color to color 

All high voltage return leads must be connected to the COMMON RETURN as shown on figure 3. This includes 
all load and discharge returns. Failure to follow this scheme will result in circuit failure.  
 

Figure: 3 
 

 



HVPSD-50KV@5ma, IOOKV@5ma, 100KV@2.5ma,200KV@1.25ma 

Regulated High Voltage DC Supply Series 

                                                             Fig 4 

 

1 .Connect Controller to Multiplier stack as shown on figure: 2.  

2. Connect unit to intended load using high voltage wiring and ducting techniques. Ground load through load return 

wire (black) see figure:3 

3. Rotate VOLTS CONTROL full CCW. This is lowest setting. Note meter scale read 50 at full scale 

4. Rotate ON/OFF CURRENT control to "ON" as noted by initial click and rotate full CW. Allow 1 min for warm up 

5. Slowly adjust VOLTS CONTROL to desired level. Note above current limitations for your size unit. 

6. If your unit over volts or is subject to a transient, the spark gap at the rear of the unit may break over to protect 

the multiplier stack. Should this happen, quickly reset by turning the current control ccw until the arc breaks and 

resets? 

7. The transformer may make some strange sounds when lightly loaded. This is the regulation signal keeping the 

output voltage stable 

8. Incorrect terminating with sharp points or to small diameter wire will produce large amount of leakage that will 

limit the device performance and may create a hazardous situation as well as damage the electronics. 

9. Avoid ground discharges. Use safety probe to discharge stack after system is shut down.  


